
Dear Ermnett, 

Cambridge 
25 x 68 

Another postal innovation. We are eventually getting 
postal codes (like your Zip), And you will be invited to 
add to JiY address: 

CB2 lDQ 
The interesting thing is that this crazy system is so 
specific that for anything as large as Downing College, 
it is quite specific, i.e. in theory you could address 
your letters to me J.C., CB2 lDQ, England. You might try 
it with a post-card sometime and see what happens. The 
catch is that this is for machine sorting, but it will be 
another two years before the Post Office here is equipped 
with the machinery'. 

You said you were interested in my Minoan paper, so 
I had an extra copy made of the summary for you, enclosed. 
This is all that is going to appear in print. Some of 
the summaries are much shorte~. I am sorry that Lambert's 
on a.Gordon is very brief, thoug h I'm sure it's not worth 
wasting sp~e on him. Have you seen Forgotten Languages? 
You indexed it in Nestor (or rather I think we meed a 
m:ddle verb there - for I suspect much of' Nestor is no 
longer your work - it has fallen off of late.) Vhat are 
the pictures at the back meant to be of? The summaries 
of the papers will be printed in next years Bulletin of 
London Institute. 

What I started to say is that I am reviewing Gordon's 
Forgotten Languages ror ANTIQUITY - only a brief review, 
since I don't know a great deal about the subject. He has 
very cunnihgly buchl t in traps f'or anyone who disagrees 
with him - they are autmatically compared with the notorious 
experts who re~aed to accept Egyptian or Cuneiform etc 
when it was first deciphered. Moreover any scholar who 
thinks that Greece could not have learnt anything from the 
Semites is condemned in advance. 

JPO and I agreed that we had no objection to your 
dotted and bracketed numbers, and in fact were using the 
same system already in case of need. I have also been 
persuaded that his dotted brackets are the simplest way 
of indicating when the edge of the tablet as preserved 
may or may not have been the original edge. It means: 
we think the text is complete as printed, but it may not 
be. I don't think I would want dm use it internally; 
I might print [ ? ] if I vanted to emphasiee that there 
was some doub t whether it was a real lacuna ¢or not. But 



if I print •••• OVI8m 100 [ this means I have 
good reasons for thi~"')dng tha~the text is complete, 
though the edge is in such poor condition I can(t swear 
to it. It is simply 8 way of avoiding too many notes; 
1or the big edition the note might be better. 

I would not close the double bracket if an erased 
word is broken off, i.e. [ka-ke-ki[ unlesf there is 
spacing to indicate the word may be complete. 

Another pieve of news which may be no news to you. 
I recently spotted in a booksellers' catalogue A.J.Evans 
Scripta Minoa I, and ordered it. To my surprise it has 
arrived and is new, but not a reprint. Do you know if 
it is still in print? and have you a copy? I had ah ·ays 
assumed it was out of print. If you like I will make 
further enquir~es. It would be like the Clarendon Press 
to hrve a stock of a dozen, but not advertise them since 
Vol.II has long been out of print. The price by the way 
is 4 gns. 

I am hoping to bring Ilievski over here early next 
year for a short visit. I have been waalering if it would 
be a good idea to get him to take up the PersonB.Bilamen 
where Landau dropped out. It ms hi@l time someone both 
brought the index up te date, and recorded all t~e viable 
new suggestions, and did some more general research on the 
subject. Have you any knowledge of similar projects 
elsewhere? I shouldn't like him to repeat a job which 
was being o_one by someone else. However, he may have his 
own ideas about what he wants to do. 

I have compiled a list of Myc. plants, which I hope 
the botanists will study in conriection with actual remains. 
This is with the UMME boys. I'm sure you would like to 
see my draft on Pylian geography; if I can get a few 
extra copies out or them I'll send one back across the 
Atlantic. But this is secret as it is part of the Univ. 
of Minn. book. Strangely enouejl I was shovm another draft 
on the same subject recently attributed to a Dutchman 
named Was, but shown to me by a Cambridge scientist. It 
was utter rubbish, full of Homer and speculations Bbout 
Neleus' building programme, not to mention excruciating 
etymologies (o-wi-to-no contains root 01· thanatos, theiee
fore semantically paraXllel with, therefore to be identifi ~ d 
with , SJ;takteria). I suggested as politely as I could that 
he get in ~ ouch with Ruijgh and get some sound advice. 

I think there's something else I meant to say, but 
it slips my lacunose memory. Vale. 
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